STOP! AS OF JANUARY 1

Personally-owned mobile devices are no longer allowed in LIMITED AREA BUILDINGS.

In response to Advanced Change Directive (ACD) 470.6, beginning January 1, 2020 personally-owned mobile devices will be prohibited in Limited Area buildings. Security is one of Sandia's top operational priorities; thank you for helping mitigate risk.

Mobile Devices affected
The directive affects personally-owned mobile phones, tablets, E-readers, smart watches, and fitness trackers or other devices that wirelessly transmit or receive information. If in doubt, please leave it out!

Mobile devices NOT affected
Sandia-owned mobile phones, tablets, laptops, etc. are not affected.
For more information about affected devices and exemptions, download the ACD 470.6 Frequently Asked Questions from PEDs.sandia.gov.

Where can I store my devices?
Personally-owned devices may be stored in your vehicle, at Limited Area entry turnstiles, or at the following identified Limited Area building entrances:

- 701: Northeast entrance and northwest entrance
- 800/801: Main entrance of Bldg. 800 Property Protection Area (PPA)
- 810: Main lobby
- 822: Main entrance
- 880: North vestibules B and D
- 887: Northwest entrance lobby and southwest entrance vestibule
- 898: Main lobby entrance in the PPA
- 960: Main lobby (west side of bldg.)
- 962: Main lobby
- 6577 (TA-V): Main lobby
- 6585 (TA-V): Main lobby
- 910 (CA): 1st floor main lobby
- 915 (CA): PPA café wing

For more information and guidance on mobile device storage, visit PEDs.sandia.gov and select Device Storage.

How Do I Report?
Mobile Devices Self-Reporting Tool at simp.sandia.gov (SRN access required; Firefox only). If you don't have SRN access or need to report on behalf of another person, contact:

SECURITY CONNECTION:
321 from Sandia phone | 505-845-1321 from any phone | security@sandia.gov

PEDs.sandia.gov